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I am not sure if this is the correct docket considering the year posted on it, but I am writing of my concerns
regarding the Northern Pass project
I am against the Northern Pass project. New Hampshire is known for its natural beauty as evidenced by all the
people that come from other states and countries to visit it and enjoy its forests, mountains, and lakes. It is so
nice to see the beauty of the state from roadways that are not covered by big ugly signs as seen in other states.
We are a rugged state that enjoys nature at its finest. To have these tall ugly towers rising up from this beauty is
incomprehensible.
We are trying to get our young people to come back to New Hampshire after college to settle down and start
families. Putting these towers up will not help in this regard. Besides marring New Hampshire's landscape,
people are afraid to live near these towers. If they have a choice they will not pick a location near these
monstrous towers. If I had a choice, I would not buy near these towers. I will be relocating in the near future and
was thinking of staying in NH but if these horrific towers are put up, that will definitely influence my decision to
move out of the state of NH.
Concord just spent time and money renovating the downtown area as part of a move to bring people into the
area. Putting these towers up totally defeats that renovation.
I feel that the company that is pushing the Northern Pass project has been very underhanded in their dealings
and the information they give out. They have NOT been transparent or honest.
PLEASE SAY NOOOO TO NORTHERN PASS!

